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Abstract— This paper presents a novel change detection
approach for synthetic aperture radar images based on deep
learning. The approach accomplishes the detection of the changed
and unchanged areas by designing a deep neural network. The
main guideline is to produce a change detection map directly
from two images with the trained deep neural network. The
method can omit the process of generating a difference image (DI)
that shows difference degrees between multitemporal synthetic
aperture radar images. Thus, it can avoid the effect of the
DI on the change detection results. The learning algorithm for
deep architectures includes unsupervised feature learning and
supervised fine-tuning to complete classification. The unsuper-
vised feature learning aims at learning the representation of the
relationships between the two images. In addition, the supervised
fine-tuning aims at learning the concepts of the changed and
unchanged pixels. Experiments on real data sets and theoretical
analysis indicate the advantages, feasibility, and potential of the
proposed method. Moreover, based on the results achieved by
various traditional algorithms, respectively, deep learning can
further improve the detection performance.

Index Terms— Deep learning, image change detection, neural
network, synthetic aperture radar (SAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE change detection is a process to identify the
changes that have occurred between the two images of the

same scene but taken at different times. It is an important issue
in both civil and military fields. This depends on the fact that,
for many public and private institutions, the knowledge of the
dynamics of either natural resources or man-made structures
is a valuable source of information in decision making [1].
It has found wide use in diverse disciplines, such as remote
sensing, disaster evaluation, medical diagnosis, and video
surveillance [2]. In particular, when a natural catastrophe
strikes, an effective and efficient change detection task appears
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critical when lives and properties are at stake. It proves to
be an important application of remote sensing technology.
In particular, due to their independence on atmospheric and
sunlight conditions, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images
have become valuable sources of information in change
detection. However, with the presence of the speckle noise,
SAR images exhibit more difficulties than optical ones [3].

There are two major thoughts for change detection in SAR
images according to the literature available. First, postclassi-
fication comparison, which means separately classifying the
two SAR images and then comparing their classification
results to achieve the changed and unchanged regions [2], [4].
This method has an advantage of avoiding radiation
normalization of multitemporal remote sensing images, which
are obtained from different sensors and different environmental
conditions. However, there exists an issue of accumulated
classification error and a requirement for high accuracy of
classifying each of the two images. Second, postcomparison
analysis, that is to say that first making a difference image (DI)
between multitemporal SAR images, and then analyzing it
to gain change detection results. Thus, it is also called
DI analysis [5]. It is the current mainstream with excellent
performance. However, besides the method for analyzing
a DI, the quality of a DI also affects the final detection results.

Most algorithms presented are based on the latter
thought. The common technique to generate a DI is the
ratio method [6]. In addition, considering the influence of
speckle noise, the log ratio is widely used [7], [8]. In the
DI-analysis step, there are two conventional methods being
used, the thresholding method and the clustering method.
Classical thresholding methods, such as [9] and [10], have
been applied to determine the threshold in an unsupervised
manner. Actually, in the thresholding method, it is necessary
to establish models to search for an optimal threshold.
A Kittler-Illingworth (KI)-based method [Generalized Kittler-
Illingworth method (GKI)] was generalized to take the
non-Gaussian distribution of the amplitude values of SAR
images into account [1]. Among the most popular clustering
methods, the fuzzy c-means algorithm (FCM) can retain more
information than hard clustering in some cases. In [5], we
proposed an FCM-based SAR image change detection method
[i.e., reformulated fuzzy local-information c-means algorithm
(RFLICM)]. In recent years, graph cut [11], principal
component analysis [12], and Markov random field [13]
are also increasingly applied to solve the change detection
problem, but neural networks are rarely considered in the
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field. Just a few works were presented, such as a Hopfield-type
neural network proposed to model spatial correlations in [14]
and a neural-network-based change-detection system for
multispectral images in [15].

As mentioned above, change detection technology in
SAR images has developed well. However, with data
acquisition channels and the scope of applications increasing,
the involved algorithms cannot satisfy the requirements
for higher accuracy and more flexible applications. As for
the widely used DI-analysis methods, there currently exist
three problems in change detection as follows.

1) How to Suppress Speckle Noise? As an important char-
acteristic of SAR images, speckle makes image details
blurred and reduces intensity and spatial resolution of
images, thus it is difficult to interpret SAR images.
When changed information is extracted, the presence
of speckle results in some false alarms. Therefore,
suppressing noise is a regular step before detection
and many algorithms have been produced to solve the
problem.

2) How to Generate a DI With Good Performance? The
DI-analysis method is regarded as an effective one
and used widely. The separability of a DI has direct
impacts on classification results of the DI. It can be
seen that a good DI is a prerequisite for the correct
detection.

3) How to Design an Efficient Classification Method? This
is the most crucial step in the whole algorithm, which
determines the final change detection results.

Inspired by the architectural depth of the brain, deep
learning [16]–[19] has become a new kind of machine learning
method and has been paid increasing attention in recent years.
Deep learning algorithms seek to exploit the unknown
structure in the input distribution in order to discover good
representations, with higher level learned features defined
in terms of lower level features [20]. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) are the early proposed deep architectures.
They are inspired by the receptive fields in neural cortex [21]
mainly designed for 2-D data, such as images and videos. With
the development of deep learning, both the frameworks and
training algorithms of CNNs have been improved [22], [23].
The breakthrough of the deep learning is a fast learning
algorithm for deep belief networks proposed in [24],
a learning algorithm that greedily trains one layer at a time.
They exploited the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [25]
and an unsupervised learning algorithm, for each layer. Shortly
after, related algorithms based on autoencoders, which appar-
ently exploit the same principle, were proposed [26]. Recently,
regularization methods for deep networks have been proposed
to improve the performance of the networks [27]–[29].
Dropout training, whose key idea is to randomly drop
units from a neural network during training, significantly
reduces overfitting [27]. In addition, Goodfellow et al. [28]
proposed maxout network. It is designed to both facilitate
optimization by dropout and improve the accuracy of
dropout’s fast approximate model averaging technique.
Moreover, the benefit of a network with local winner-take-
all blocks was demonstrated in [29]. Deep learning has

Fig. 1. Change detection problem.

important empirical successes in a number of traditional
artificial intelligence applications, such as natural language
processing [30] and image processing [31]–[33], especially the
classification [34]–[37] and recognition [38]–[41] tasks.

In this paper, we try to apply deep learning to SAR images
rather than standard images. The proposed algorithm includes
three aspects as follows: 1) preclassification for obtaining some
data with labels of high accuracy; 2) constructing a deep neural
network for learning images features, and then fine-tuning the
parameters of the neural network; and 3) using the trained deep
neural network for the classification of changed and unchanged
pixels.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II will
give problem statements and the proposed algorithm frame-
work. In Section III, the proposed method will be described
in detail. Section IV will present the experimental results on
real multitemporal SAR images to verify the feasibility of
the method. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENTS AND

ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK

The two coregistered intensity SAR images I1 = {I1(i, j),
1 ≤ i ≤ A, 1 ≤ j ≤ B} and I2 = {I2(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ A,
1 ≤ j ≤ B} are considered, which have the same size A × B
and are acquired over the same geographical area at two dif-
ferent times t1 and t2, respectively. The two original images
are polluted by noise. The change detection problem can be
shown in Fig. 1. We should design efficient change detection
methods to find the changes between the two images.

The procedure of commonly used change detection method
in SAR images can be divided into three steps: 1) image
preprocessing; 2) generation of a DI; and 3) analysis of the
DI [42]. The framework is shown in Fig. 2(a). In general,
geometric correction and registration are usually implemented
to align two images in the same coordinate frame before
change detection. In the first step, it is only denoising that we
need to consider. As described in Section I, in the three steps,
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Fig. 2. Algorithm frameworks for the change detection problem.
(a) Framework based on DI-analysis. (b) Framework based on the proposed
deep neural networks.

every step is actually seen as a separate issue. Most previous
studies deal, respectively, with the three issues and propose
different algorithms for each issue, respectively. Our objective
aims at simplifying the change detection issue without the
two steps of filtering or generating a DI. The final detection
results can be directly obtained from the two original images.
Deep neural networks that have the powerful ability to learn
the complicated relationships from the two images prove to be
the first choice to realize the target. Fig. 2(b) shows a simple
framework of this method.

Here, we analyze the cause of choosing deep neural
networks. Shallow networks cannot efficiently represent the
task of interest [43]. The two original images without being
filtered have complex relationships and we want to achieve
the changes directly from the two images. Traditional deep
neural networks would have sufficient representational power
to encode the task, but they are difficult to train because error
gradients decay exponentially with depth. We, therefore, adopt
a layerwise unsupervised pretraining strategy to train the deep
network. A deep architecture is composed of multiple levels of
nonlinear operations, such as in neural nets with many hidden
layers, which is different from shallow neural networks. Deep
learning algorithms can discover multiple levels of distributed
representations, with higher levels representing more abstract
concepts. Automatically learning features without supervision
at multiple levels of abstraction allows a system to learn
complex functions, which maps the input to the output
directly from the data. For change detection issue, deep
neural networks are able to learn the nonlinear relations from
the two original images. There is no need to filter or generate
a DI, which reaches the goal that we should enable change
detection process to be concise to some extent.

Change detection is often applied to disaster evaluation or
medical diagnosis. It is difficult to obtain the prior knowledge

Fig. 3. Flowchart of generating the deep neural network.

in these practical applications. Therefore, unsupervised change
detection methods are urgently needed and very important.
Deep neural network is a method for unsupervised feature
learning and supervised classification. It can learn from the
data sets, which have a few labeled data. In addition, some
labeled data can be obtained by a preclassification. The flow-
chart of generating the deep neural network is shown in Fig. 3.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Preclassification and Sample Selection

To avoid generating a DI, we make a joint classification
of the two original images. Here, a joint classifier of the
two original images based on FCM [joint classifier based
on FCM (JFCM)] is used. The method takes gray levels as
inputs. The similarity of gray levels relating to two pixels
at the corresponding position in the two images is obtained
through similarity operator. Then, the global threshold value
of similarity is gotten, which is used to control the joint
classifier to classify the two images. The classification results
are represented by � = {�1,�2}.

The specific process is shown in Algorithm 1. The similarity
of gray levels relating to two pixels at the corresponding
position (i, j ) in the two original images is defined as

Si j =
∣
∣I 1

i j − I 2
i j

∣
∣

I 1
i j + I 2

i j

(1)

where Si j ∈ [0, 1], and I t
i j is the gray level at the position

(i, j ) in the t-temporal image (t = 1, 2). The global thresh-
old value (T ) of similarity is gotten by iterative threshold
method [44]. The classifier determines reference points for
classification according to the principle of minimum variance.
The variance at the position (i, j ) in the t-temporal image is
given by

δt
i j = ωt

i j

(

I t
i j − Gij

)2 (2)
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Algorithm 1 Joint Classification Based on FCM
Input: Two original images I1 and I2

Set end conditions
while (! end conditions)

for each i ∈ [1, A] do
for each j ∈ [1, B] do

compute similarity of gray-levels Sij and variance

δ1
ij, δ

2
ij

if δ1
ij ≤ δ2

ij
classify I 1

ij using FCM algorithm
if Sij ≤ T // T is the global

threshold value of similarity
Ω2

ij = Ω1
ij

else classify I 2
ij using FCM algorithm

end if
else classify I 2

ij using FCM algorithm
if Sij ≤ T

Ω1
ij = Ω2

ij
else classify I 1

ij using FCM algorithm
end if

end if
end for

end for
end while

Output: � = {Ω1,Ω2}

where

ωt
i j = I t

i j /
(

I 1
i j + I 2

i j

)

(3)

Gij =
2

∑

t=1

ωt
i j I t

i j (4)

where ωt
i j represents the weight of gray value and Gij repre-

sents the weighted average gray value. Therefore, (3) and (4)
are substituted into (2) and δt

i j are also written by

δt
i j = I t

i j

I 1
i j + I 2

i j

⎡

⎣I t
i j −

(

I 1
i j

)2 + (

I 2
i j

)2

I 1
i j + I 2

i j

⎤

⎦

2

. (5)

Derived from (1) and (5), we obtain the following
two equations:

δ1
i j = I 2

i j

I 1
i j I 2

i j

I 1
i j + I 2

i j

[Si j ]2 (6)

δ2
i j = I 1

i j

I 1
i j I 2

i j

I 1
i j + I 2

i j

[Si j ]2. (7)

If δ1
i j ≥ δ2

i j , then I 1
i j ≤ I 2

i j . Suppose that reference points
for classification are chosen according to the principle of
maximum variance. I 1

i j is viewed as the reference point. When
Si j ≤ T , �2

i j = �1
i j and when Si j > T , �2

i j �= �1
i j .

After a few iterations of classification, the category to
which I 2

i j belongs has a greater clustering center than the one
to which I 1

i j belongs. In this case, the possibility that changed
information in different images has the same label increases,

Fig. 4. Example to illustrate how to choose suitable samples.
� and ©: two classes, respectively. (a) Simulated image. (b) Point 1.
(c) Point 2. (d) Point 3.

which causes changed information lost. Suppose that reference
points for classification are chosen according to the principle
of minimum variance. I 2

i j is seen as the reference point. When
Si j ≤ T , �1

i j = �2
i j and when Si j > T , �1

i j �= �2
i j . Through

a few iterations of classification, the category to which I 1
i j

belongs has a similar clustering center with the category to
which I 2

i j belongs. It makes sure that in different images, the
unchanged information has the same label, and the changed
information has different labels.

The results of preclassification are not entirely correct. The
pixels that have a high possibility of being correctly classified
are chosen to train the networks. Suppose that the pixel pi j

at the position (i, j ) in the preclassification result map has
the label �i j . Let Nij be a neighborhood with a center at
the position (i, j ) and of size n × n. A simulated image, as
an example, is shown in Fig. 4, and there are three kinds of
points should be considered. A point in the changed areas or
unchanged areas, such as Point 1 in Fig. 4, has a neighborhood
in which almost all pixels have the same labels with it. A point
on the edge, such as Point 3 in Fig. 4, has a neighborhood in
which about half all pixels have the same labels with it. These
two kinds of point can be chosen as samples. A point that is
wrongly classified (also called noise spot), such as Point 2
in Fig. 4, has a neighborhood in which a few or none of
the pixels have the same labels with it. This kind of point
should be eliminated. In conclusion, if the point pi j has a
neighborhood Nij , which satisfies (8), the point pi j can be
chosen as a sample

Q(pξη ∈ Nij ∧ �ξη = �i j )

n × n
> α (8)

where the point pξη is in the neighborhood Nij , and
Q(pξη ∈ Nij ∧ �ξη = �i j ) means the number of pixels
with the label equals to �i j in the neighborhood Nij . The
parameter α, which decides whether the pi j is chosen as a
sample, is very important. α cannot be set too small or too
large. If α is set too small, the result will not be robust to
noise; and if α is set too large, the diversity of samples will
decrease, which results in more missed alarms.
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B. Deep Neural Network Establishment

Training a deep neural network is the core part of the
algorithm. It is difficult to optimize the weights and biases
in nonlinear networks, which have multiple hidden layers.
Starting with random weights, multilayer BP network cannot
always find a satisfactory result. If the initial weights are large,
the result typically traps into local optimization. However,
small initial weights lead the gradients in the early layers to
be tiny, thus making it infeasible to train networks with many
hidden layers. The initial weights close to a good solution
can make gradient descent works well, but finding such initial
weights requires a very different type of algorithm that learns
one layer of features at a time. The RBM [37] can help to
solve the problem.

The process of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 5.
First, inputting neighborhood features of each position.
Second, a stack of RBM is learned for pretraining. Next,
the RBMs are unrolled to create a deep neural network for
training. In addition, the deep neural network is fine-tuned
using BP of error derivatives [45].

As shown in Fig. 5(a), let N I1
i j represents a neighborhood

with a center at position (i, j ) and of size n × n in image I1.
The size of neighbor may influence the change detection
results. The analysis of the parameter will be made next.
N I2

i j represents a corresponding neighborhood in image I2.

Convert N I1
i j and N I2

i j to vectors M I1
i j and M I2

i j , respectively.
The feature vector of the sample at the position (i, j ) can
be written by Mij = [M I1

i j M I2
i j ] (Mij is the connection of

M I1
i j with M I2

i j ). The values of features lie between 0 and 1
and are non-Gaussian, so we use logistic output units.

An ordinary structure of RBM network is shown in Fig. 6.
RBM has l visible units (v1, v2, . . . , vl ) corresponding to fea-
tures of its inputs and m hidden units (h1, h2, . . . , hm) that are
trained. In addition, each connection in an RBM must connect
a visible unit to a hidden unit. Wl×m represents a weight matrix
between visible layer and hidden layer; b = (b1, b2, . . . , bl)
are biases of visible units and c = (c1, c2, . . . , cm) are biases
of hidden units. A joint configuration (v, h) of the visible and
hidden units has an energy [45], [46] given by

E(v, h) = −
∑

i∈ pixels

bi vi −
∑

j∈ features

c j h j −
∑

i, j

vi h j Wij .

(9)

Suppose that ∀i, j, vi ∈ {0, 1}, h j ∈ {0, 1}. For a given v,
the binary state, hj , of each hidden unit, j , is set to 1 with the
probability

P(h j = 1|v) = σ

(
l

∑

i=1

Wij × vi + c j

)

(10)

where σ(x) = 1/(1+e−x) is a sigmoid function. Once binary
states have been chosen for the hidden units, a reconstructive
data are produced by setting each vi to 1 with the probability

P(vi = 1|h) = σ

⎛

⎝

m
∑

j=1

W ji × h j + bi

⎞

⎠. (11)

Fig. 5. Training the deep neural network for the change detection problem.
(a) Neighborhood features for each position as inputs. (b) RBMs are used
for pretraining. (c) After pretraining, RBMs are unrolled to create a deep
neural network. (d) Fine-tuning using BP.

The states of the hidden units are then updated once more
so that they represent features of the reconstructive data.
The change in a weight is given by

�Wij = ε(〈vi hj 〉data − 〈vi hj 〉re) (12)
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Fig. 6. Structure of RBM.

where ε is a learning rate and 〈vi h j 〉data is the fraction for
data when the feature detectors are being driven by data,
and 〈vi h j 〉re is the corresponding fraction for reconstructions.
A simplified version of the same learning rule is used for the
biases.

A two-layer RBM network in which stochastic, binary
features are connected to stochastic, binary feature detectors
using symmetrically weighted connections can be used to
model neighborhood features. The features correspond to
visible units of the RBM because their states are observed;
the feature detectors correspond to hidden units. The network
assigns a probability to every possible pixel via this energy
function in (9) [47]. Given the set of training samples, which
are chosen previously, a stack of RBM is used to pretraining.
The pretraining does not use any information of the class
labels. Here, a layer-by-layer learning algorithm is applied.
As shown in Fig. 5(b), the output of the upper layer is
taken as the input of the next layer. Here, every layer is a
two-layer RBM network, which is trained according to the
rules described previously.

After pretraining, the RBM model is unfolded to produce
a deep neural network that initially uses the same weights
and biases, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The cross-entropy error
backpropagation strategy is used through the whole network
to fine-tuned the weights for optimal classification, as shown
in Fig. 5(d). The cross-entropy error is represented by

E = −
∑

i

ei logêi −
∑

i

(1 − ei ) log(1 − êi ) (13)

where ei is the label of the sample i and êi is the classification
result.

By training and fine-tuning the network, the final deep
neural network is established. The neighborhood features of
each position are fed into the deep neural network. In addition,
the network outputs the class label of the pixel. The class
label 0 represents the pixel being changed, and the class label 1
represents the pixel being unchanged.

C. Feature Analysis and Denoising

Therefore, what features do the deep network learns and
why can it perform well? During training of each layer,
hidden layer is trained to represent the dominate factors of
the data in visible layer. After being trained, the RBM gives
a reliable representation of the input data statistically. The
knowledge of the input data is learned. In addition, in higher
layers, the knowledge is more abstract and helpful to predict

Fig. 7. Feature images extracted from hidden layers. (a) Input SAR image.
(b)–(e) Feature images extracted from the first layer. (f)–(i) Feature images
extracted from the second layer. (j)–(m) Feature images extracted from the
third layer.

the output. To observe the layerwise process clearly, we input
an SAR image, as shown in Fig. 7(a), and train the network
without supervision. Then, we extract typical features of
units in each layer and draw the feature images, as shown
in Fig. 7(b)–(m).

It can be seen in Fig. 7 that different hidden layers learn
different features. In low layers, such as the first hidden layer,
the features learned are simple shapes, including lines and
points. Typically, Fig. 7(b) labels an obvious line in input
image, Fig. 7(c) shows noises in an area, and Fig. 7(e) shows
all the noises and a line. In the second layer, some structure
features are showed, but noises are obvious. In high layers,
such as the third layer, the features are more complex than
that in lower layers. Such as Fig. 7(k), it gets rid of the
impact of noise, but two different areas are recognized as one.
In Fig. 7(m), it recognizes four areas, but it is corrupted
by some unobvious noises. It can be seen that the deep
network finally learns the major features of the input image
and weaken the influence of noises. Deep learning applies
to not only standard images, which are the main data
sources in the previous research, but also SAR images.
Although SAR images have speckle noise that is very difficult
to tackle.

The feature images, shown in Fig. 7, are typical features
extracted from hidden layers. In addition, the actual number
of features is very large. A feature image can be seen as a
kind of interpretation of the input image. Maybe one kind of
interpretation is not complete, but a large number of features
can represent the image well. Therefore, the network has
grasped the skill of how to interpret and represents the image
after unsupervised learning. However, it has no idea what to
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Fig. 8. Multitemporal images relating to Ottawa. (a) Image acquired in
July 1997, during the summer flooding. (b) Image acquired in August 1997,
after the summer flooding. (c) Ground truth.

Fig. 9. Multitemporal images relating to Yellow River Estuary. (a) Image
acquired in June 2008. (b) Image acquired in June 2009.

do with the features learned and how to deal with the image.
Therefore, examples are needed.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

A. Introduction to Data Sets

The Ottawa data set is a section (290 × 350 pixels)
of two SAR images over the city of Ottawa acquired by
RADARSAT SAR sensor and provided by the Defence
Research and Development Canada, Ottawa. The available
ground truth (reference image), which is shown in Fig. 8(c),
was created by integrating prior information with photoin-
terpretation based on the input images [Fig. 8(a) and (b)].
The experiment on Ottawa data set is an instance of disaster
evaluation. The changed areas represent the affected areas.

The Yellow River data set used in the experiments consists
of two SAR images acquired by Radarsat-2 at the region of
Yellow River Estuary in China in June 2008 and June 2009,
as shown in Fig. 9. It is worth noting that the two images
are single-look image and four-look image, respectively. This
means that the influence of speckle noise on the image
acquired in 2008 is much greater than that of the one acquired
in 2009. The huge difference of speckle noise level between
the two images used may complicate the processing of change
detection. The original size of these two SAR images acquired
by Radarsat-2 is 7666 × 7692. They are too huge to show the
detail information in such small pages.

We select four typical areas (the Inland water, the coastline,
and the two farmlands), where different kinds of changes
occur. Inland water where the changed areas are concentrated
on the borderline of the river is shown in Fig. 10. It is
comparatively hard to detect. Fig. 11 shows the coastline
where the changed areas are relatively small, compared with

Fig. 10. Multitemporal images relating to Inland water of Yellow River
Estuary. (a) Image acquired in June 2008. (b) Image acquired in June 2009.
(c) Ground truth.

Fig. 11. Multitemporal images relating to Coastline of Yellow River Estuary.
(a) Image acquired in June 2008. (b) Image acquired in June 2009. (c) Ground
truth.

Fig. 12. Multitemporal images relating to Farmland C of Yellow River
Estuary. (a) Image acquired in June 2008. (b) Image acquired in June 2009.
(c) Ground truth.

Fig. 13. Multitemporal images relating to Farmland D of Yellow River
Estuary. (a) Iimage acquired in June 2008. (b) Image acquired in June 2009.
(c) Ground truth.

the farmlands with large and regular changes. It can be
seen that the changed areas appear as newly reclaimed farm-
lands in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The experiments on
Yellow River data sets are instances of environmental
monitoring. The changed areas show the changes on the
surface.

B. Evaluation Criteria

The quantitative analysis of change detection results is set
as follows: 1) the false negatives (FNs) (changed pixels that
undetected) and 2) the false positives (FPs) (unchanged pixels
wrongly detected as changed) should be calculated. Overall
error (OE) is the sum of FN and FP [48]. In the experiments,
they are reported as percentages. We calculate the percentage
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Fig. 14. Change detection results of Ottawa data set achieved by
(a) supervised method and (b) proposed method.

correct classification (PCC). It is given by

PCC = (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + TN + FN) (14)

where TP is short for true positives, which is the number
of pixels that are detected as the changed area in both
the reference image and the result. TN is short for true
negatives, which is the number of pixels that are detected
as the unchanged area in both the reference image and the
result. For accuracy assessment, Kappa statistic is a measure
of accuracy or agreement based on the difference between
the error matrix and chance agreement [49]. According
to the map, we count the actual number of pixels belonging to
the unchanged class and changed class (written as Mu and Mc,
respectively). Kappa is calculated as

Kappa = PCC − PRE

1 − PRE
(15)

where

PRE = (TP + FP) · Mc + (FN + TN) · Mu

(TP + FP + FN + TN)2 . (16)

C. Performance of the Preclassification
and Sample Selection

The first set of experiments aims at proving it effective that
samples obtained by preclassification are used for fine-tuning
of the deep neural network. A supervised deep learning algo-
rithm is used to make a comparison with the proposed method.
In both the methods, training and testing are implemented on
the same image. It is noted that in the proposed method, the
samples used for training are the pixels that should satisfy
the rule for selecting samples, not all the pixels in the image.
To be fair, in the two methods, we use the same network
topology and the same training set, which has a few samples
accounting for 10% of the total pixels. However, in different
methods, the training set has different labels. In the supervised
method, the labels are given according to the ground truth, and
in the proposed method, the labels are given according to the
preclassification results. Although the testing set has all the
pixels of an image, we remove the samples used for training
from the testing set when calculating the evaluation criteria.
The experiments are carried out on the Ottawa data set and
the Farmland C data set, one from water area and the other
from farmland.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the final maps on the Ottawa data set
and the Farmland C data set. It can be seen that the proposed

Fig. 15. Change detection results of Farmland C data set achieved by
(a) supervised method and (b) proposed method.

TABLE I

CHANGE DETECTION RESULTS OF OTTAWA DATA SET AND FARMLAND C

DATA SET OBTAINED BY SUPERVISED AND PROPOSED METHODS

method achieves at similar results to the supervised method
visually. After all, due to the samples are not from the ground
truth in the proposed method, there are some obvious false
alarms or missed alarms, such as the areas surrounded by the
red circles in Figs. 14(b) and 15(b). Furthermore, a quantitative
comparison between the two methods on the two data sets is
shown in Table I. For the Ottawa data set, the PCC yielded
by the proposed method equaling to 98.83% approaches that
of 98.86% by the supervised method. It is because that the
two sample sets, respectively, in the two methods have the
same number for a fair comparison. For the Farmland C data
set, the PCC resulted by the proposed method is 98.56%,
a little lower than but close to that of the supervised method.
In conclusion, the proposed method can have similar effect to
the supervised method on the change detection to some extent,
which makes sure that it is feasible to use the samples obtained
by preclassification for fine-tuning of deep neural network.

D. Performance of the Deep Learning Method

The second set of experiments is conducted on three data
sets (Inland water data set, Coastline data set, and Farmland D
data set) to analyze the impact of deep learning on the change
detection results. The three data sets are all selected from the
Yellow River data set. It is a greater challenge for dealing
with the change detection. For all data sets, every hidden
layer is pretrained 50 passes through the entire training set and
a 50-250-200-100-1 network is used. In addition, a clustering
algorithm RFLICM [5], a threshold algorithm GKI [1], and
JFCM are presented as comparative methods, respectively.
In the tables, we bold the best results.
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Fig. 16. Change detection results of Inland water data set achieved by
(a) GKI, (b) RFLICM, (c) JFCM, and (d) proposed method.

Fig. 17. Feature images of Inland water data set extracted from the
third layer.

1) Results on the Inland Water Data Set: The change
detection results generated by the proposed method and the
three comparative methods on the Inland water data set are
presented in Fig. 16. As shown in Fig. 16(a), the final map
generated by GKI is polluted by many white noise spots.
It is due to the necessity of modeling data for searching
an optimal threshold in the GKI method. Any little error in
threshold may result in the presence of noise on the final map.
As for RFLICM, there are also many noise spots emerging on
the black ground. Clustering methods are sensitive to noise.
Although RFLICM, which incorporates both local spatial and
gray information, is an improved method, it cannot give a
best result in this case. Since the influence of the speckle
noise on the Yellow River data set is much great. JFCM is
used for preclassification just because a DI can be avoided.
In the method, FCM is separately implemented on two original
images. Although a joint-classification strategy is used, false
alarms or missed alarms are high. By contrast, the proposed
method applying deep learning has an obvious improvement.
In particular, it appears much effective without a DI generated.
In Fig. 17, we exhibit some feature images extracted from the
highest hidden layer. It is clear that the deep network is able
to learn meaningful features and overcome the noise that is
characteristic of SAR. The features learnt are local features and
the stacked RBMs can represent the difference features of the
two images. In Fig. 17, different feature images have different
representations and even some feature images highlight the
changed areas. Even if the two images have different looks
of speckle, deep learning learns the meaningful features of
the images and restricts the impact of noise. Furthermore,
with reliably training samples, which are selected to avoid
the influence of noise, the method is robust. That is why
FP yielded by the proposed method is much lower. In Table II,
the performances of the four methods are given quantitatively.
The proposed method exhibits the best results.

TABLE II

CHANGE DETECTION RESULTS OF INLAND WATER DATA SET

Fig. 18. Change detection results of Coastline data set achieved by (a) GKI,
(b) RFLICM, (c) JFCM, and (d) proposed method.

Fig. 19. Feature images of Coastline data set extracted from the third layer.

TABLE III

CHANGE DETECTION RESULTS OF COASTLINE DATA SET

2) Results on the Coastline Data Set: For the Coastline
data set, Fig. 18 shows the final maps of the four methods.
GKI presents the worst performance. The final map swarms
with many white spots. In Fig. 18(b), the final map obtained
by RFLICM has many false alarms because of the existence
of noise. As shown in the figure, the proposed method based
JFCM is the best to complete the detection task. Fig. 19 shows
some features images learned by the network. It can be seen
that noises are not obvious. Moreover, quantitative analysis
in Table III also declares this point. The PCC yielded by
the proposed method equals to 99.81% is higher than that
of 98.48% by JFCM, and has a big promotion. Serving as an
overall evaluation, PCC and Kappa of the proposed method
exhibit best among, although FN of it is not best. Besides, our
method has another advantage that it can result in lower FP.

3) Results on the Farmland D Data Set: The results of
the experiments on the Farmland D data set are shown
in Fig. 20 and listed in Table IV, respectively. The proposed
method appears much better than the three other methods.
In Table IV, our method exhibits the best PCC and Kappa.
In all, the proposed method wins in the competition both
from the figure and from the table. For both the land and
the water areas, our method can present good performance.
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Fig. 20. Change detection results of Farmland D data set achieved by
(a) GKI, (b) RFLICM, (c) JFCM, and (d) proposed method.

TABLE IV

CHANGE DETECTION RESULTS OF FARMLAND D DATA SET

Fig. 21. Feature images of Farmland D data set extracted from the
third layer.

Fig. 22. Relationship between the parameter α and the criteria on the Ottawa
data set.

Feature images selected in Fig. 21 show evidence of denoising.
Deep network has no special requirement for data distribution
and it just learns many useful features for tasks.

4) Analysis of Parameters: In the step of selecting suitable
samples (Section III-A), α is an important parameter. We set α
to 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65,
0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, and 0.95 for testing it. The relationship
between the parameter α and the criteria on the Ottawa data
set is shown in Fig. 22. It is seen that the results are stable
when α is between 0.45 and 0.7. When α is too small, the
result is sensitive to noise, which yields a high FP; when α is

Fig. 23. Relationship between the size of neighbor and Kappa on Ottawa
data set.

Fig. 24. Relationship between the size of neighbor and FP, FN, OE on
Ottawa data set.

too large, the diversity of sample is decreased, which yields
a high FN. Furthermore, when α is set suitably, the proposed
method can keep a balance between FP and FN.

To generate neighborhood features, we should select
neighborhood of size n × n for each position (Section III-B).
The size of the neighborhood has an effect on the final
detection results. We set n to 3, 5, 7, and 9 to indicate
the relationship between n and FP, FN, OE, Kappa on
Ottawa data set. We analyze the parameter n using a deep
network and a shallow network (a 50-250-1 architecture by
experience). As shown in Figs. 23 and 24, if n = 3, the result
by the deep network is even worse than that by the shallow
network. This is because deep learning always requires lots of
data and does not suitable for learning too few features. The
difference of the results obtained by, respectively, setting n
between 5 and 11 can be accepted for the two networks.
However, when n > 9, the results by the two networks
are both increasingly bad. Setting n = 5 is the best choice
for the deep network but n = 9 for the shallow network.
Furthermore, shown in Fig. 24, the results obtained by neural
network actually can gain a balance between FP and FN.

Furthermore, in the process of training the deep neural
network, we try to set various values of the weight decay,
momentum, and learning rate to experiments. In addition, the
RBMs are trained for more epochs. However, no any signifi-
cant difference in the detection results after the fine-tuning is
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Fig. 25. Change detection results of Ottawa data set achieved by (a) RFLICM,
(b) GKI, (c) LFS_KGC, (d) MRFFCM, (e) D_RFLICM, (f) D_GKI,
(g) D_LFS_KGC, and (h) D_MRFFCM.

TABLE V

VALUES OF EVALUATION CRITERIA OF OTTAWA DATA SET

observed when the depth of the network is given. As stated
in [47], the precise weights found by the greedy pretraining do
not matter as long as it finds a good region from which to start
the fine-tuning. Such a problem that BP is easily to trap into
local optimal can be avoided and the adjustment of parameters
becomes less complicated. As for the depth configuration and
every layer size, they are selected based on experience and
many experiments. Our data sets are not enough large to call
for more layers. We try different layer size, and actually the
results have no much difference. In the experiments, we use
a deep network with a 50-250-200-100-1 architecture and a
shallow network with a 50-250-1 architecture.

E. Flexibility of the Proposed Deep Learning Algorithm

The third set of experiments is carried out on all the
five data sets. Since deep learning algorithm contains a
supervised fine-tuning stage, we can select some samples
from the results obtained by the available algorithms, such
as improved FCM algorithm based on Markov random field
(MRFFCM) [13], GKI [1], RFLICM [5], and local fit-search
model (LFS)_kernel-induced graph cuts (KGC) [11], respec-
tively. We make a comparison between the four methods and
the proposed algorithm based on the results obtained by the
four methods.

1) Results on the Ottawa Data Set: As for the Ottawa data
set, the results are shown in Fig. 25 and listed in Table V.

Fig. 26. Change detection results of Inland water data set achieved by
(a) RFLICM, (b) GKI, (c) LFS_KGC, (d) MRFFCM, (e) D_RFLICM,
(f) D_GKI, (g) D_LFS_KGC, and (h) D_MRFFCM.

Fig. 27. Change detection results of Coastline data set achieved by
(a) RFLICM, (b) GKI, (c) LFS_KGC, (d) MRFFCM, (e) D_RFLICM,
(f) D_GKI, (g) D_LFS_KGC, and (h) D_MRFFCM.

The influence of noise on the Ottawa data set is less great.
Therefore, RFLICM, which applies local information, actually
reduces the noise but causes the loss of details, as shown
in Fig. 25(a). In addition, the FN yielded by RFLICM is as
high as 2.49%. The proposed method based on the results of
RFLICM performs better with the fact that the four criteria are
improved. GKI, which needs to establish a model, is sensitive
to the noise. It yields a very high FP. The proposed method
based on the results of GKI can balance FP and FN, and
significantly reduces OE. As for LFS_KGC, it can decrease
the influence of speckle noise to some extent but would lead to
poor results at the boundaries. The changed areas detected by
LFS_KGC always have a good continuation and the final map
generated by it has little discrete noise. Therefore, from the
vision, the change detection map is good. It yields the highest
FP and OE, as shown in Table V. The proposed method based
on the result of LFS_KGC presents a better performance.
MRFFCM is a clustering method with a modified MRF energy
function. It can perform well on the Ottawa data set, which is
influenced by noise less greatly. The proposed method based
on the result of MRFFCM outperforms the other methods.

In all, the proposed method based on the results obtained by
the available algorithms, respectively, arrives at significantly
improved results. The deep learning algorithm has a strong
capacity of learning features and can interpret images
sufficiently. It can find a balance between denoising and
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Fig. 28. Change detection results of Farmland C data set achieved by
(a) RFLICM, (b) GKI, (c) LFS_KGC, (d) MRFFCM, (e) D_RFLICM,
(f) D_GKI, (g) D_LFS_KGC, and (h) D_MRFFCM.

Fig. 29. Change detection results of Farmland D data set achieved by
(a) RFLICM, (b) GKI, (c) LFS_KGC, (d) MRFFCM, (e) D_RFLICM,
(f) D_GKI, (g) D_LFS_KGC, and (h) D_MRFFCM.

TABLE VI

VALUES OF EVALUATION CRITERIA OF INLAND WATER DATA SET

preserving details, which is reflected in a balance between
FP and FN.

2) Results on the Yellow River Data Sets: As mentioned
above, it is hard to detect the changes occurring on the Yellow
River data set, which is influenced by noise much greatly. The
results on the four typical areas are shown in Figs. 26–29 and
listed in Tables VI–IX. Although the two clustering methods,
RFLICM and MRFFCM, use local information for the purpose
of suppressing noise, the final maps generated by them are
polluted by some spots. The final maps generated by GKI
swarm with noise but LFS_KGC keeps good performance of
denoising. No matter the data set is from the water (Inland
water and Coastline data sets) or the land (Farmland C
and Farmland D data sets), the proposed method based on
the results obtained by the available methods can arrive at

TABLE VII

VALUES OF EVALUATION CRITERIA OF COASTLINE DATA SET

TABLE VIII

VALUES OF EVALUATION CRITERIA OF FARMLAND C DATA SET

TABLE IX

VALUES OF EVALUATION CRITERIA OF FARMLAND D DATA SET

excellent results. In addition, no matter the change areas
are small (Coastline data set) or large (Ottawa data set),
regular (Inland water data set) or irregular (Farmland C and
Farmland D data sets), the proposed method is applicative.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel change detection algo-
rithm specifically toward analyzing multitemporal SAR images
based on deep learning. Different from the traditional methods,
the deep neural networks can achieve at the final maps directly
from the two original images. Thus, the change detection
issue is simplified as a classification problem even without
generating a DI. We joint classify the two original images to
realize preclassification. Next, a deep neural network is estab-
lished to complete the change detection task. Compared with a
clustering method RFLICM and a thresholding method GKI,
the proposed method exhibits good performance. Moreover,
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the proposed method based on the results obtained by the
available methods can arrive at excellent results.

The experiments on the data sets, which have different
features, verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Furthermore, the deep neural network we construct can deal
with two images having different noise characteristics, such as
the Yellow River data set. In the future, we will do research
on the application of deep learning to the change detection
in two images, which have not been registered or come from
different sensors.
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